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Abstract—Structured link vector model (SLVM) and its 

improved version depend on statistical term measures to 

implement XML document representation. As a result, they 

ignore the lexical semantics of terms and its mutual 

information, leading to text classification errors. This paper 

proposed a XML document representation method, 

WordNet-based lexical-semantic SLVM, to solve the 

problem. Using WordNet, this method constructed a data 

structure for characterizing lexical semantic contents of 

XML document, and adjusted EM modeling to 

disambiguate word stems. Then, synset matrix of lexical 

semantic contents was built in the lexical-semantic feature 

space for XML document representation, and lexical 

semantic relations were marked on it to construct the 

feature matrix in lexical-semantic SLVM. On categorized 

dataset of Wikipedia XML, using NWKNN classification 

algorithm, the experimental results show that the feature 

matrix of our method performs F1 measure better than 

original SLVM and frequent sub-tree SLVM based on TF-

IDF.  

 

Index Terms—Semi-structured document, SLVM, Lexical 

semantics, Classification, Feature matrix 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In order to record semi-structured information, lots of 

document standards, such as HTML, BibTex and 

SGML/XML, are recommended by many main 

international standards organizations. The structural 

flexibility of these semi-structured documents offers an 

approach to representing information in specified 

structure. Contrasting conventional plain documents, 

semi-structured documents represent their syntactic 

structure via the use of document structural elements 

marked by user-specified tags, and the associated schema 

specified in Schema format [1]. Extensible Markup 

Language (XML) is a semi-structured document format 

with strong support via Unicode for different human 

languages.  Although the design of XML focuses on 

documents, it is widely used for the representation of 

arbitrary data structures,[6] for example in web services. 

Considering the structure property, classification 

methods for semi-structured document analysis have to 

consider the information embedded in both the element 

tags and their associated contents. Recently, the 

Structured Link Vector Model (SLVM) [2] was proposed 

for XML documents analysis. Especially, the extended 

version of SLVM uses the closed frequent sub-trees as 

structural units for content extraction from the XML 

document. For XML document representation, existing 

models depend on statistical term measure for feature 

extraction. However, in the information retrieval field, 

statistical term measures causes XML document analysis 

to perform on the level of term string basically, and 

neglect lexical semantic contents in the structured 

elements. 

Semantic approach is an effectively used technology 

for document analysis. It can capture the semantic 

features of words under analysis, and based on that, 

characterizes and classifies the document. Close 

relationship between the syntax and the lexical semantics 

of words have attracted considerable interest in both 

linguistics and computational linguistics. For XML 

document classification, the design and implementation 

of lexical-semantic SLVM take account of the lexical 

semantics particularly. Unlike present models, using 

WordNet [3], our model developed a new term measure 

which can characterize lexical semantic contents and 

relations, and provides a practical method for XML 

document representation which can handle the impact of 

synonyms and other relations. Theoretical analysis and 

relevant experiments are carried out to verify the 

effectiveness of this model. 
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Figure 1. The SLVM feature matrices for Example 1 

 

II.  AN OVERVIEW ON ORIGINAL SLVM AND FREQUENT 

SUB-TREE SLVMHELPFUL HINTS 

Structured Link Vector Model (SLVM) was proposed 

by Jianwu Yang [2], which forms basis of our work, was 

proposed for representing XML documents. It was 

extended from the conventional vector space model 

(VSM) by incorporating document structures (represented 

as term-by-element matrices), referencing links (extracted 

based on IDREF attributes), as well as element similarity 

(represented as an element similarity matrix). On the 

other hand, based on original SLVM, an extended VSM 

utilize the closed frequent sub-trees as structural units for 

content extraction from the XML document [1], which 

are called frequent sub-tree SLVM in this context. 

A.  XML Document Representations 

SLVM represents a XML document docx using a 

document feature matrixΔ
n m

x R ´Î , given as [2] 

      (1) (2) ( )
Δ Δ ,Δ , ,Δ

x x x x m
= 轾臌 …… ,          (1) 

where m is the number of distinct XML document 

elements, ( )Δ n

x i RÎ is the TFIDF feature vector 

representing the i
th

 XML element (ei), given as 

( , )Δ ( , . ) ( )x i j j x i jTF w doc e IDF w=   for all j=1 to 

n, and ( , . )j x iTF w doc e is the frequency of the term wj in 

the element ei of docx. 

In frequent sub-tree SLVM, each document is 

represented as a matrix based on SLVM, where the 

selected closed frequent substrees are regarded as 

structural unit [1]. In order to deal with exception that a 

document do not include any the selected closed frequent 

substrees, it adds the vector of the document based on 

VSM into the matrix as a column.  

B.  Similarity Measures 

The SLVM-based document similarity between two 

XML documents docx and docy is defined as [2] 

  

( , ) ( ) ( )

1 1

( , )

(Δ Δ )
T

x y

m m

e i j x i y j

j i

Sim doc doc

M
= =

=

×邋
,              (2) 

where ( )Δ x i or ( )Δ y j is the normalized document feature 

matrix of documents docx or docy, and
eM is a matrix of 

dimension m×m and named as the element similarity 

matrix. The matrix
eM captures both the similarity 

between a pair of document structural elements as well as 

the contribution of the pair to the overall document 

similarity. To obtain an optimal 
eM for a specific type of 

XML data, SLVM-based document similarity learn the 

matrix using pair-wise similar training data (unsupervised 

learning) in an iterative manner [4].  

C.  Analysis of Feature Extraction 

In the above, these models for document representation 

are perceived as the mode using statistical term measures. 

As a sort of ontology methods [5], XML document 

representations based on statistical term measures ignore 

recognition of lexical semantic contents. It causes the 

document representation to lose the mutual information 

[6] of term meanings which comes from synonyms in 

different samples. Our comment on statistical term 

measures and XML document representation can be 

clarified by analyzing a small XML corpus Example 1. 

Example 1 

In Example 1, the two simple XML documents are 

viewed as two document samples, and these two 

documents comprise the small corpus. Evidently, the 

meanings of Doc A and Doc B are extremely equivalent. 

Thus, the correlation and semantic similarity between 

these two documents are considerable. But, SLVM and 

frequent sub-tree SLVM can not display the document 

similarity between Doc A and Doc B. Obviously, because 

document representation matrices shown in Fig.1 make 

each ( ) ( )Δ Δ 0T

A i B j = , so the ( , ) 0
A B

Sim doc doc = , 

using the Eq. (2). Then, on behalf of statistical term 

<!--Doc B.--> 
<article> 
<title>tree</title> 

<body>Human treasures trees.</body> 
</article> 

<!--Doc A.--> 
<article> 

<title>maple</title> 
<body>Men prize maple.</body> 

</article> 
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Figure 2. Word and synonym sets 
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Figure 3. Common semantic-factor of words 

measures, the document representations on Example 1 did 

not perform well for semantic similarity. 

III.  PROPOSED PROGRAM 

A.  Preliminary Conception and Theoretical Analysis 

For document analysis, document representations 

which depend on statistical term measures shall lose 

mutual information of term meanings. Besides, in 

different documents, term meanings are relevant to 

specific synonyms which are involved by lexical 

semantic contents. Thus, our model resorts to WordNet 

[3], a lexical database for English, for extracting lexical 

semantics Then, the method of document representation 

will construct a lexical-semantic SLVM of XML 

document in order to define feature matrix for 

classification.  

In WordNet, a form is represented by a string of ASCII 

characters, and a sense is represented by the set of (one or 

more) synonyms that have that sense [3]. Synonymy (syn 

same, onyma name) is a symmetric relation between 

word forms [3]. Synonymy is WordNet’s basic relation, 

because WordNet uses sets of synonyms (synsets) to 

represent word senses. Videlicet, shown as Fig 1, one 

word refers to several sets of synonyms (synsets). 

WordNet contains 117659 sets of synonyms (synsets) 

[3]. In Fig. 2, because one word or term refers to 

particular synonym sets, our preliminary conception is 

that several particular synsets can strictly describe the 

meaning of one word for characterizing lexical semantic 

contents. Furthermore, those particular synsets can 

indicate lexical semantic between words, using 

Antonymy, Hyponymy, Meronymy, Troponomy and 

Entailment between synsets [3]. Then, our method 

defines these particular synonym sets as the semantic-

factors of the word. 

Based on the above definition, involved semantic-

factors can character the lexical semantic contents of 

Example 1, which shall accomplish feature extraction of 

lexical semantic contents. For instance, in Fig. 2, the 

words human and man belong to different document 

samples in Example 1, and the common semantic-factor 

synsetp (homo) that simultaneously describes the 

meanings of human and man can gain mutual information 

[6] between term meanings. Moreover, our document 

representation is able to capture the lexical semantic 

mutual information between samples which lies with a 

number of synonyms in different documents. 

According to the statistical theory of communications, 

our conception needs further analysis for theoretical proof. 

The analysis first introduces some of the basic formulae 

of information theory [6, 7], which are used in our 

theoretical development of samples mutual information. 

Now, let 
ix  and jy  be two distinct terms (events) from 

finite samples (event spaces) X and Y. Then, 

let X or Y be random variable representing distinct 

lexical semantic contents in samples X or Y, which occur 

with certain probabilities. In reference to above 

definitions, mutual information between X and Y , 

represents the reduction of uncertainty about 

either X or Y when the other is known. The mutual 

information between samples, ( ; )I X Y , is specially 

defined to be [7] 

( , )
( ; ) ( , ) log

( ) ( )
i j

i j

i j

x X y Y i j

P x y
P x y

P x P y挝

= 邋I X Y . (3) 

In the statistical methods of SLVM, 

probability ( )iP x or ( )jP y is estimated by counting the 

number of observations (frequency) of
ix or jy in sample 

X or Y, and normalizing by N, the size of the corpus. Joint 

probability, ( , )i jP x y , is estimated by counting the 

number of times (related frequency) that term 
ix equals 

(is related to) jy in the respective samples of themselves, 

and normalizing by N. 

Taking the Example 1, according to SLVM feature 

matrices (shown in Fig. 1), between any term
ix in Doc A 

and any term jy in Doc B, there is not any counting of 

times that
ix equals jy . As a result, in Example 1, the 

statistical term measures indicate ( , ) 0i jP x y = so the 

samples mutual information ( ; ) 0=I X Y . Thus, the 

analysis verifies that the statistical methods of feature 

extraction lose mutual information of term meanings. 

On the other hand, for feature extraction of lexical 

semantic contents, our method uses several particular 

semantic-factors to describe the meaning of one word or 

term. In different samples, words can be related to other 

words which are described by same synsets. Then, lexical 
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Figure 4. The lexical-semantic matrices for the corpus shown in 

Example 1 

Original Word α

…
…

Original Word β

Original Word γ

  Word Stem α

Word Stem Ⅰ

Word Stem γ

Word Stem Ⅰ ……

 Semantic  

Member

(a)

Semantic Members Frequency 

Frequency of original word α

…
…

Frequency of  original word β

Frequency of original word γ

(b)  
Figure 5. The linked lists of Semantic Member (a) and Semantic 

Members Frequency (b) 

semantic mutual information between samples, 

( ; )I X Y , is re-defined to be 

,

,

( ; )

( ) mod
( ) mod log

( ) mod ( ) mod

i j

i j

i j i j

x y

x y

x X y Y x y

F s N
F s N

F s N F s N挝

=

´
邋

I X Y

. (4) 

To denote probability ( )
i

P x or ( )
j

P y , 

function ( )
ix

F s or ( )
jy

F s is estimated by calculating the 

frequency of semantic-factors that describe the meaning 

of
ix or jy in sample X or Y, and modulo N, the total of 

semantic-factors in corpus. Meanwhile, to denote joint 

probability ( , )
i j

P x y , function
,

( )
i jx y

F s is estimated by 

calculating the frequency of common semantic-factors 

that simultaneously describe the meaning of
ix and jy , 

and modulo N.  

In Example 1, joint probability ( , )
i j

P x y is estimated 

by calculating the frequency of common semantic-

elements that relate to lexical semantic contents or 

relations of
ix and jy , and modulo N. For instance, 

shown in Fig. 3, the words human and man are described 

by the common semantic-factor synsetq (homo). Actually, 

according to document representation matrices shown in 

Fig. 4, ( , ) ( ) mod 0
p

P human man F Nsynset= > . In 

addition, joint probability of semantic relation 

( , )P tree maple = Hyponymy( ( , )) modF tree maple N 0> .

As a result, ( ; ) 0>I X Y , so mutual information from 

lexical semantic contents and relations between Doc A 

and Doc B is positive. Thus, the analysis proves that the 

semantic-factors and feature extraction of lexical 

semantic contents can provide the probability-weighted 

amount of information (PWI) [7] between XML 

documents on the lexical semantic level. 

B.  Lexical-semantic SLVM 

In our work, XML documents are represented using 

the lexical-semantic SLVM. In this model, each XML 

document is represented as a document feature matrix in 

the lexical-semantic structured link vector space. For 

organizing the lexical-semantic SLVM, the procedures 

are as follows. First, (1) a data structure of semantic-

factor information is composed for feature extraction of 

lexical semantic contents. Secondly, (2) the EM modeling 

is used to disambiguate word stems. Furthermore, (3) this 

work constructs the feature space of lexical-semantic 

SLVM and builds the synset matrix in the space to 

characterize lexical semantic contents of XML. Lastly, 
(4) to characterize lexical semantic relations, it marks 

each vector in synset matrix with weights of 5 semantic 

relations between synsets [3]. Thus, the feature matrix in 

lexical-semantic SLVM is constructed via marking 

semantic relations on synset matrix. 

(1) The data structure of semantic-factor information 

comprises relevant information of each snyset in a 

document, which is formalized as a data element, shown 

in Table I. It can record all essential information of 

semantic-factors in a XML document, such as synset ID, 

weight, sample ID and relevant information of words. 

Note that, in a record of the data structure, each original 

word in inflected form [8] referring to the semantic-factor 

and its word stem(s) in base form [8, 9] are recorded by 

linked list of Semantic Member (shown in Fig. 5(a)). And, 

according to WordNet framework [3], when original 
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Original Word 

of Term

Word Stem

1:1

Semantic 

factor

Semantic 

factor

Semantic 

factor

describes describes describes describes

……

Figure 6. 1:1 reference of original word 

TABLE I 

DATA STRUCTURE OF SEMANTIC-FACTOR INFORMATION 

Item Explanation 

Synset ID Identification of synonym set 

Set of Synonym 

Synonymy is WordNet’s basic relation. 

WordNet uses sets of synonyms (synsets) 

to represent word senses.[3] 

Weight 

(Frequency) 

Frequency of semantic-factor in a 

element (sum of Semantic Members 

Frequency ) 

Sample ID 
Identification of semi-structured 

document sample 

Element ID 
Identification of structural element or 

unit in semi-structured document 

Semantic 

Member 

A linked list (shown in Fig. 3) which 

carries all Original Words of Terms 

referring to the semantic-factor and their 

Word Stem(s)  

Semantic 

Members 

Frequency 

A linked list (shown in Fig. 4) which 

carries frequency of each Original Words 

of Terms (that refer to the semantic-

factor) one by one 

 

word refers to more than 1 word stems, the list of 

Semantic Member will expend the node of original word 

to register all word stems.  

Meanwhile, the list of Semantic Members Frequency is 

shown in Fig. 5(b). It records the frequency of each 

original word one by one in their order of Semantic 

Member. 

(2) On the basis of data structure of semantic-factor 

information, Semantic Member needs to disambiguate 

word stems of original word. In case of an original word 

referring to more than 1 word stem in base form, 

semantic-factors must ensure that one original word 

refers to only 1 word stem. Then, in order to select only 1 

word stem for an original word (shown in Fig. 6), we 

employ the Maximum Entropy Model [10]. 

ME modeling provides a framework for integrating 

information for classification from many heterogeneous 

information sources [11]. In our model, we put an 

assumption that diversity [12] of Semantic Member 

implies the significance of the semantic-factor and the 

rationality of existing Semantic Members in a document.  

Assume a set of original words X and a set of its word 

stems C. The function ( ) :cl x X C®  chooses the word 

stem c with the highest conditional probability, which 

makes sure original word x only refers to: 

( ) arg max ( | )
c

cl x p c x= . Each feature [11] of original 

word is calculated by a function that is associated to a 

specific word stem c, and it takes the form of Eq. (5), 

where 
iS  is the number of Semantic Member in 

semantic-factor i, jP  is the proportion of the Frequency 

of original word j to Weight in semantic-factor i, and the 

2

1

log
iS

j j

j

P P
=

-  å  indicates Semantic Member diversity 

of semantic-factor i in a document, in the form of 

Shannon-Wiener index [12]. 

The conditional probability ( | )p c x  is defined by Eq. 

(6). The parameter of the semantic-factor i [11], iα , is 

the Frequency of original word x in semantic-factor i. K 

is the number of semantic-factors which word stem c 

refers to, and ( )Z x  is a value to ensure that the sum of 

all conditional probabilities for this context is equal to 1. 

2

1

if  refers to  and  refers 

to semantic-factor ,

otherwise.

log
( , )

0

iS

j j

ji

x c c

i
P P

f x c =

ìïï -  ïï= í
ïïïïî

å
(5) 

   

( , )

1

1
( | )

( )

K
f x c
i

i
i

p c x α
Z x =

= Õ .                         (6) 

Above equations aim at finding the highest conditional 

probability ( | )p c x , and using the function ( )cl x to 

ensure that original word x refers to only 1 word stem 

(like Fig. 6). After semantic-factors characterizing lexical 

semantic contents of XML document preliminarily, the 

specified ME modeling is applied to implement 

disambiguation of word stems. Necessarily, the relevant 

items in the data structure of semantic-factor information 

shall be modified, such as the Semantic Member, the 

Frequency of original word, and the Weight. Furthermore, 

some relevant semantic-factors shall be eliminated. 

(3) As for XML document dataset, all referred 

semantic-factors are fixed by disambiguation of word 

stems. Then, in feature space of lexical-semantic SLVM, 

a XML document docx is preliminary represented using a 

synset matrix Δ
n m

x R ´Î , defined as 

      (1) (2) ( )
Δ Δ , Δ , , Δ

x x x x m
= 轾臌 …… ,        (7) 

( )( ) ( ,1) ( ,2) ( , )Δ Δ , Δ , , Δx i x i x i x i n= …… ,  (8) 

 

where m is the number of distinct XML document 

elements and units, ( )Δ n

x i RÎ is the synset vector 

representing the i
th

 XML element or unit, given as 

( , ) ( )Δ , . ( )x i j j x i jFS s doc e IDF s=  for all j=1 to n, 

and ( ), .j x iFS s doc e is the frequency of the semantic-
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TABLE II 
THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Approaches 
Macro-

F1 

Micro- 

F1 

Mean Average 

precision 

Original SLVM 
[1] 

0.241853 0.295418 0.486702 

Frequent sub-tree 

SLVM [1] 
0.479748 0.518635 0.701861 

Lexical-semantic 

SLVM 
0.492090 0.521977 0.727203 

 

factor sj in ei , in which ei is the i
th

 XML element or unit 

of docx. 

(4) In feature space of lexical-semantic SLVM, to 

characterize lexical semantic relations, our method marks 

Antonymy, Hyponymy, Meronymy, Troponomy and 

Entailment on each dimension of the synset matrix. The 

processing is formulized as 

1

( , ) ( , )Δ Δ( , )
n

p

x i q x i pR p qΔ

=

=  å ,       (9) 

or

Unrelated

0.5

0.2

0

( , )

Antonymy

Hyponymy, Meronymy, 

Troponomy  Entailment
R p q =

ìïïïï
í
ïïïïî

,   (10) 

where p and q=1 to n, n is dimensional number of the 

synset vector of the i
th

 XML element, and ( , )Δx i p  is 

value of the p
th

 synset vector element of the i
th

 XML 

element. ( , )Δx i qΔ is semantic relation increment to the 

q
th

 dimensional value of the synset vector, and 

function ( , )R p q denotes semantic relation coefficient 

for ( , )Δx i qΔ . Specifically, when the synset of q
th

 

dimension is related to synset of p
th

 dimension via 

semantic relation such as Antonymy, Hyponymy, 

Meronymy, Troponomy or Entailment, the ( , )R p q  

assignment is shown in equation (7). The assignments of 

( , )R p q  reflect the semantic relations which are 

organized into synsets by WordNet. 

As for XML documents, all synset dimensions carry 

the corresponding semantic feature values. Then, lexical-

semantic SLVM represents a XML docx using a feature 

matrix Δ
n m

x R
´

Î , defined as 

(1) (2) ( )Δ Δ ,Δ , ,Δx x x x m= 轾臌 …… ,         (11) 

where m is the number of distinct XML elements and 

units. ( )Δ
n

x i RÎ is the lexical-semantic vector 

representing the i
th

 XML element, given as  

( )( ) ( ,1) ( ,2) ( , )
Δ Δ ,Δ , ,Δ

x i x i x i x i n
= …… ,  (12) 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )Δ Δ Δ
x i j x i j x i jΔ= + .         (13) 

where n is the number of identical Synset ID of all 

semantic-factors in XML dataset. 

IV.  EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

A.  The Experiment 

In our work, experiments use three sorts of matrices to 

represent document sample: 1) document feature matrix 

based on original SLVM, 2) document feature matrix 

based on frequent sub-tree SLVM, 3) the lexical-semantic 

matrix in the lexical-semantic feature space based on 

lexical-semantic SLVM 

In the XML document classification, the dataset 

consisting of 20 categories is composed of XML 

documents of the Wikipedia XML, the training set is 

composed of 5000 XML documents, and the test set is 

composed of 3000 XML documents. 

In the experiments, to tackle unbalanced text dataset, 

we select an optimized KNN classification, the NWKNN 

(Neighbor-Weighted K-Nearest Neighbor) algorithm 

defined to be Eq. (14) [13]. As for NWKNN, each XML 

document d is considered to be a feature matrix based on 

original SLVM, frequent sub-tree SLVM, or lexical-

semantic SLVM.  

i

( )

( , )

Weight ( , ) ( , )

( , )
1

0

j

i

i

d KNN d

j i

j i

j j

j isubjected to
d c

d c

score doc c

Sim doc doc doc c

                    d c

δ

δ

Î

=

Î

Ï

骣
÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷ç桫

ìïï
í
ïïî

å . (14) 

In the process of Eq. (8), this algorithm uses the 

SLVM-based document similarity between feature 

matrices of doc and docj [2] to calculate 

the ( , )jSim doc doc . Besides, according to experience 

of NWKNN algorithm [13], the parameter of Weighti
, 

Exponent [13], is equal to 3.5. 

B.  The Result 

To evaluate the classification systems, we use the F1 

measure [14]. Then, we can observe the effect of different 

kinds of data on a classification system [14]. For ease of 

comparison, we summarize the F1 scores over the 

different categories using the macro-averages and micro-

averages of F1 score, and display mean average precision. 

Table II summarizes the experiment result. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In the work, a data structure of semantic-factor 

information is constructed to record relevant information 

of each semantic-factor in element of XML document. It 

can characterize lexical semantic contents and be adapted 

for disambiguation of word stems. Furthermore, in the  

the feature space, lexical semantic relations are marked 

on the synset matrix. Using the NWKNN algorithm, 

lexical-semantic SLVM achieve better performance of 
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classification than document feature matrix built by 

original SLVM and frequent sub-tree SLVM which stand 

for the typical statistical method of feature extraction. 

Our future research includes using more current 

algorithms based on the lexical-semantic matrix for XML 

document analysis, and developing a method for 

analyzing WSDL document on the basis of semantic-

factor. 
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